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By Clara Chooi, The Malaysian Insider 

KUALA LUMPUR, Feb 23 — The sites of the 35 stations proposed for the  Mass Rapid Transit
(MRT) have been called into question by a local  research group, which claims regulators had
not conducted the necessary  traffic studies to justify their locations along the 51km line. 

  

Association of Water and Energy Research Malaysia (Awer) president S.  Piarapakaran told
The Malaysian Insider that when preparing the  Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) for the
MRT, the project  consultants had failed to conduct a traffic modelling study, which he  claimed
was crucial to ensure the optimality of the project.

This includes measuring the present traffic flow at areas surrounding  the proposed stations, an
estimate of the likely increase in commuters  flocking to the area to use the MRT, and a
cautious estimate of how much  congestion the system was likely to reduce, he added.

“They need to study the reason why the project regulators had decided  to place the stations in
those locations. Impact studies must be done  on those in the surrounding areas affected by the
MRT stations. This was  not done.

“With the traffic analysis or modelling, they also have to determine  the number of cars in the
area at present and estimate the number of  people who would come from outside the area to
gain access to the  station,” the Awer chief said.

Piarapakaran cited the example of the proposed park-and-ride station  at Sungai Buloh where it
was stated in the EIA that the station would  have an estimated ridership of 2,400 people.

“But what they missed out is that there will likely be others from  outside the area, perhaps from
Rawang, who would want to use the station  and will therefore clog the roads and increase the
ridership. So their  2,400 estimate is likely inaccurate,” he said.
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At the proposed elevated station along Jalan Damansara at Taman Tun  Dr Ismail (TTDI),
Piarapakaran predicted that without park-and-ride  facilities, the station would likely increase
congestion in the area.

“Sure, you may reduce the present traffic by taking people off the  roads with the MRT but then
they still need to get to the station.

“Also, you will attract more people to flock into the vicinity, even  those who usually do not need
to pass through the area. Then you have to  take into consideration the feeder buses coming in.
Already, the place  is so badly jammed during peak hours,” he said.

He pointed out that even if commuters opt for the public bus feeder  system to travel to the
station, this would later result in the  increased presence buses on the already choked Jalan
Damansara during  peak hours.

Piarapakaran then pointed out that in the LRT project, many stations  became under-utilised
due to poor planning and a lack of proper study on  the purpose of the stations’ locations.

“Look at the Abdullah Hukum LRT station. From what I know, only TNB  staff members use that
station. Other than that, it is under-utilised,”  he said.

In the first phase of its three-line proposal, the Klang Valley MRT  will have 35 stations along its
51km line that stretches from Sungai  Buloh to Kajang, with 13 proposed park-and-ride stations
and four  interchanges.

Eight of the stations will be underground as 9.5km of the line will  be built under the capital city.
Groundwork for the MRT is due to start  this July 16 and will be completed in 2016.

Piarapakaran said that according to the declaration forms attached to  the EIA report, a
consultant registered in the area of traffic studies  had been specifically tasked to carry out the
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traffic modelling but had  not done so.

“I understand that the project proponent is now going to do the study  but this does not make
sense as the traffic modelling study must be  included in the EIA in the first place,” he said.

Without the study, Piarapakaran said the EIA was merely a “literature  review” of the MRT, an
initiative touted as the most expensive  construction project ever undertaken by the Malaysian
government.

Estimated to cost over RM36 billion, the MRT is an entry point  project identified for the Greater
Kuala Lumpur/Klang Valley National  Key Economic Area (NKEA) and aims to increase public
transport usage  from 18 per cent to 40 per cent by 2020.

The EIA is meant to look into all aspects of the project in order to determine its impact on the
environment and the public.

Piarapakaran said that a traffic modelling study would also offer  better accuracy to the EIA’s
findings on the likely reduction of carbon  emissions with the MRT through the reduced number
of cars on the roads.

The EIA, he claimed, had only based its estimate on the reduction  according to the number of
vehicles the MRT system could remove from the  roads.

 

READ MORE HERE. 
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